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Open Science Thesis
Adopting open science principles is necessary to fully achieve all the
goals of C-IHTM. Open science works by reducing barriers to entry,
gaining economies of scale, and avoiding duplication of effort.
Reproducibility: The ability to reproduce the
results of others is a critical component of the
overall scientific method and is fundamental
to ensuring scientific integrity.
Extensibility: The ability to extend the work
of others is critical to enabling the community
to scaffold experiments across projects and
over time and ultimately increase the pace of
scientific discovery.
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Open Science: An Analogy
1) Asking a compelling question
•

Experience; Knowledge

2) Experimental design & model formulation
•

Data; Code; Knowledge

3) Model forcing
•

Data; Code; Knowledge

4) Multi-model experiments
•

Data; Code; Knowledge

5) Model analysis
•

Data; Code; Knowledge

6) Publication

Journals are now requiring that data be made available at
publication. Of this workflow, what is typically archived?
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What is Stopping Us?
1. It is a hard problem.
2. It will require a major culture
shift.
3. There are no universally
utilized tools for capturing all
the elements of these
extensive workflows. …or research disciplines or agencies…
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“Individual practitioners or institutions tend to have their own data creation and management
practices, driven by their own mandates, historical protocols, and the organic evolution of data. This
results in a wide diversity of types, practices, and models for characterizing and handling data, which
significantly hinders reproducibility of science and reuse of data.” – IHTM Workshop Report
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Fostering a Culture of Open Science
Concerns

Incentives

The most common concerns people
expressed about making their data and
code “open” are:

1.

More collaborators;

2.

More papers;

1. Potential for others to misuse the
open data or code;

3.

Less waste.

2. Implicit obligations to support the
open data or code; and
3. Potential loss of their competitive
advantage within the community.

Practicalities
“This is a new way of thinking about doing science.”
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Deluge of Tools
1) Asking a compelling question
•

Experience; Knowledge

2) Experimental design & model formulation
•

Data; Code; Knowledge

3) Model forcing
•

Data; Code; Knowledge

4) Multi-model experiments
•

Data; Code; Knowledge

5) Model analysis
•

Data; Code; Knowledge

6) Publication
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By Design…

National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and Medicine. 2018. Open
Science by Design: Realizing a Vision for
21st Century Research. Washington,
DC: The National Academies Press.

U.S. DOE. 2019. Open Watershed Science
by Design: Leveraging Distributed
Research Networks to Understand
Watershed Systems Workshop Report,
DOE/SC-0200, U.S. Department of Energy.

C-IHTM Sessions
1. Open Science:
Concepts, Methods,
and Enabling Tools.
2. Use Cases
3. Integrated Modeling
Frameworks
4. Linking Communities
of Practice
5. Synthesis and
Potential Paths
Forward
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Potential Breakout Discussion Topics
1.Your experiences with open data and software
2.Current and future technical challenges
3.Current and future cultural challenges
4.Potential paths forward in the context of C-IHTM
• What can you do as an individual?
• What can your group/organization do?
• What can your agency do?
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Three Things You Can Do Today
1. Scientists: Anytime you download or create a new dataset, write a readme
for that dataset that describes where it comes from and how it was processed.
Use a data repository to assign DOIs to data that you create or use.
2. Principle Investigators: Identify data management leads for your projects
who are responsible for helping scientists manage and archive their data.
3. Program Managers: Invite data management or open-source software
experts to serve on your review panels to provide critical reviews of the
proposed Data Management Plans (DMPs) and Software Productivity and
Sustainability Plans (SPSPs).

Adopting open science principles is necessary to fully achieve all the
goals of C-IHTM. Open science works by reducing barriers to entry,
gaining economies of scale, and avoiding duplication of effort.
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Breakout Session 1 Report Out
Your experiences with open data and software?
• Generally positive; GCAM; CSDMS “explosion of collaboration”
What is the “rate limiting” constraint on making your data/software open?
• Training; expertise (more SEs and DM experts needed); dictionaries and
vocabularies across domains; how do you capture the final 5% of
information needed?
Idealized vs. realistic DMPs and SPSPs…
• The concept is there, but agencies/projects are lacking on the execution
and follow through; Add an open data/software section to your required
annual reports?
How do we move forward in the context of C-IHTM?
• Start with early career where incentives are most applicable; training;
enforcement of DMPs; think about platform independent data standards
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